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Vol LXIV, No. 6 ThUl'Sday, October 22, 1970 
Senate Proposes 'Hot Seats' s t"dent L eaders Assemble, 
ft I f F B Talk about Tenure, Tennis A er Vio ation O ree uses News Analysis write to the Appointments Com-
for a week since the bus drivers a.m. bus from Harvard Square, the By Candy Fowler '71 mittee herself if dissatisfied. 
~y _Betsy Bo~man '11 . would not distribute the material. Saturday 4 p.m. "in" and 5: 15 If last Thursday's student lead- Sex Booklet 
An mcadent which occured last She also felt that it would almost p.m. "out" buses, and the Sunday Various committee representa-
d f M T b ers' meeting was any indication, week h!s flace .the ~ I . qs be impossible to find students · to 10 a.m. "in" and .12: 15 p.m. "out" another quiet year for Wellesley tives then discussed the projects 
system m .Jeopardy. At _its meeting man the bus stops for a week. buses will be eliminated. Mean· their committees are presently 
gh d ed h (far quieter than last year, in fact) k M. ond. ay_m t, Sena.te . 1sc. uss t e K·e· p,·ng Count while, Sue noted, the buses are wor ing on. Clare Mankowski '72, 
d d ., is in the offing. The meeting (or- h f unplicat1ons of this met ent an Senate also discussed the possi- losing money "like crazy." Accord· c airman o the VU Junior system, f h iginally planned for last spring d h 
too~ steps t_o prevent it rom ap- bilities of a sign-up sheet for bus ing to Sue, Mrs. G. Scott Gillespie but cancelled because of the strike) stresse t e need for more than 
pe1?111g. agam .. The body had no riders and a system of counting estimates that if present losses con· was at that time conceptualized one Vil Junior per dorm. 
legislative. busmess.. . ' the numbers of students riding on tinue, the system's present $1000 as a start towards developing a HeAaltrehpreCsoemntmat1.itvteeeofdtehscen~bedtudenat 
Accordmg to Sue lrvmg 71, various buses. It was felt that if allotment will be unable to cover d 
CG President! an MIT cross.regis- students knew which buses are apt any buses second semester. strategy network or stu ent power booklet on contraception, V. D. 
trant was derued a seat last Thurs· to be full, non-cross-registrants No ·Parietals Legislation bloc. On Thursday, however, the and other pertinent topics . which 
day th 9 10 m bu from th •a,tmosphere seemed more one 
0
• f i's be1·ng produced pnm· arily for 
· on e : a. · s would avoid trying to ride ese Cl M k. 72 h d f v·t H d f II t 
MIT A W 11 1 tud t t ff are anows 1 • ea O I ow ,Y, • meet your e ow commt • freshmen (although, she was qu1·ck 
· e es ey s en go O buses Both of these suggestions J · ·d th t h d 0 d th e f fift t 
the bus to allow another MIT stu- again. raised the problem of who uruors, .sa~ .8 .\ ef 1 -~0 • :v tee rep as some orty to . Y 5 u- to add, it will also be available 
dent to ride the bus, but no one would handle the procedures since dany paneth' s t' eg1s a tonh oh tdn ~ d_ent gov~rnment academic cou?· to upperclassmen) . A book.let ia 
ed t 1 t th d MIT tu uce at t 1s 1me as s e a m· cil committee and trus~ee commit· also being planned on the broader 
::~ on ~i: bU: ~~t second :tu: the bus ~riv~rs will ;ot. Mr. f hihbs dicated the week before. She noted tee ,:nembers _gathered m the Aca- problem of sexual relations, from 
d h d 10. h 1 . suggeste t at stu ents w o are that freshmen questionnaire results demtc Counctl room. the psychologa·cat as well as the ent a a a.m. our Y m riding the buses anyway conduct · d' h t b 350 ,~ h n 
Ch. W 11 I d h ' m tcate t a a O c-J'"'s me E 1 · h · Lee Fl h · I · f · d ·f mese at e es ey an e re- headcounts and tum this informa- h ded . t t . ct ar y m t e meetmg uor· p ys1ca point o view. an 1 mon· 
ported the violation to· his teacher, tion into Joan Lister '71 (237• ~ o re~i:r (5~re agams t~s ~h - noy 71 spoke about tenure reform, ey holds out a third booklet deal• 
Mrs .. ~elen Chu-Yu. Tai Lin, in 4788). Senate accepted this idea :esuft~r~lso \how :~~:g:orespons: stressing the importance of know·. ing with drugs may he printed. 
explammg why he missed the hour and students are asked to keep . h . d . 1 f f ing what is going on and using Oval Consternation 
exam. . . . counts on the buses they ride (see ;;~:=ent ~l:r~r~ta~~d 1~~a~ t~n wfit every possible channel to express Barbara Turner '72, of the Build-
Cross-Registrant Priority bo th" ) I n al the · opinions on the quality of teach- ings and Grounds Committee, 
. . x, ts page . n ge er , be up to the freshmen to correct I 
The v1olatton places Wellesley body hopes to keep the buses free h. . . "f th . ht d ing. She explained an experimenta apologized for her sketchy know· 
in an awkard position, Sue said, but Sue noted· "Legislation is ir: this vs•.t1u1atio_n 
I ey wtis 1 ° . 
0 80to; plan under which student evalu- ledge on the cominittee's work; the 
b th . . 1 • t e i umors are no p anmng . f h" uld be t · · h ·d ecause e ongma agreement re· relevant because I think we only . d 1 . 1 f attons o teac mg WQ sen semor representative, s e sat , was quired that the first time a vio- h , mtro uce egis a ton. to the Committee on Faculty Ap- unable to attend the student lead· 
. ave one more try.' . 
latton occured the buses would Acting on another bus matter Sue noted that the Board of pointments, and students would ers' meeting, and she herself had 
again require paid-for tickets. Sue Senate ·decided that the new Senat~ Trust~s. approved the new Sena~e help the faculty in writing of sum- been to her first committee meet· 
felt that students t, ·we not been bus schedule should go into effect con t1tutton last Thursday and it maries of the junior mem- ing only the day before. She men-
sufficiently a~are of this provision. starting Mon., Oct. 26, so that stu- will be signed by Su~ and Miss hers which al~o go to the Appoint- tioned the vast renovations already 
She also pomted out that on the dents have time to adjust to the Ruth M. Adams, President of the ments Committee. Each student, completed and in progress on cam-
9: 10 a.m. bus no Wellesley student loss of certain buses. After next College at their "earliest con- Lee said, should find out what is pus. The big issue, however, was 
could have pri~rity, even if sh_e Monday, the Wednesday 12: 15 (Continued on· page 6) being done in her department and the Oval (in fact, it seemed to be 




0 :/t~~:.:;:. artmout even to xp ore ~~~ 8tr:a~:c::nq:s!~::ie~t~n!~ 
trants have priority only when go- a tennis court had been made. 
::i/~p;os~e~:~it~~: .. 
8 
class ~t 2-Day Exchange S eek Views =· ~~~.:.,:t:ii~:1 ;~· !h~ 
Sue explained that Miss Phyllis , made the decision nor of the fact 
Fleming, D~an of the ~olleg~, ~as By Betsy "Bowman '71 al exchange of some students dur- Problems with 2-Day Exchange that it was being made, she stress-
asked Senate to deal with this v10- . h k iuld b "d On the second day the bus ed the fact that the Hemenway ten-
lation. Senate indicated that it Three faculty members and four mg t e wee wo e a vantag- would return to Well~sley from nis courts were in a state of UD· 
would like to give the free system students have been named as mem· eous. Hanover and then return to Dart- redeemable disrepair. Sue Irving 
one more try because it has been hers of the Dartmouth committee Last Monday, Dartmouth sent mouth. There will perhaps be the '71 noted that Mr. Phibbs and Mr. 
extre~ely helpful to many stude~ts, of the Commission on the Future Blair McElroy, Executive Director need for 45 Wellesley hostesses Melvin, who walked around the 
especially freshmen and. foreign of Wellesley College. These mem- of the Commission, a more specific for the Dartmouth students on this campus and chose the oval as the 
students. However, Sue pomted out hers are responsible for gathering proposal for this informal ex- exchange. All these plans are in- most logical spot for the courts, 
that studen~s ~emselves must. en- Wellesley faculty and student sug- change. This proposal calls for a definite, as is the whole proposal. did not play tennis. Sue also re· 
force the pnonty rules for seatmg; gestions for criticims of the pro- 2-day exchange of 45 students each The Dartmouth committee will con· marked that the courts were made 
if another vio_lation occurs, the posed Dartmouth exchange plan. way sometime during the next two sider this proposal today. of concrete, which, she said, any 
free system wdl have. to be re- They also will work with Dart- weeks. As tentatively outlined by Lisa stated that she was not at tennis player knows are vastly in· 
tr~t~. M_IT has been, inf?~ed ~f mouth faculty and students. Miss McElroy, the plan calls for a all sure that it would be possible ferior to other types of courts. 
this violation, but the ms~1tut10~ ts The faculty members are Mr. bus with Dartmouth students to to organize such an exchange with- More central than the problem of 
expected to take no official action David Ferry, professor of English, arrive here before lunch on the in the next two weeks because of the courts themselves, however, 
unless another incident takes place. Mr. Paul Cohen, associate profes. first day. This bus would then mid-term exams and the elections. was the issue of student voice (or 
. .. H'?t Seat" Procedure sor of history, and Mrs. Mary Al- transport 45 Wellesley girls (jun- She noted that Dartmouth, how· the lack of it) in the decision. 
D1scuss1on of n~w ~rocedu~ to ten, assistant professor of biologic- iors, sophomores, and freshmen) ever, seems anxious for action of Sue Siegfried '71, chairman of 
prevent another violation took_ mto al sciences. Margy Stiehler '71 in back to Hanover. The Wellesley this sort. House Presidents' Council, noted 
ae;count the fact that the bus dnvers Shafer, Lisa Hill '71 in Stone, Kit· students would attend classes, talk Feedback on Proposal that a comprehensive list of stu-
will not enforce any rules and are ten Kilborne '71 in McAfee, and to students, view the campus, and The committee members are also dent committee members and lead-
extremely .reluctant to carry out Charlayne Murrell ?3 in Sever- remain at Dartmouth overnight, trying to generate feedback on the ers would be most useful and that 
any checking J:>rocedures. Senate ance are the committee's student perhaps staying with faculty fami- larger Dartmouth proposal at this such a list was in the process of 
felt that the eight seat reserved members. The committee is being lies. Dartmouth students would time. Lisa said that the student being compiled. When the Oval 
sy~t~m (which was outlined in the asked to report to the Commission possibly stay with faculty families, members felt that after-dinner crisis broke a couple of weeks ago, 
ongmal rules for the free buses at its November meeting. in male campus living quarters, meetings would not work. She Senate members apparently could 
and. not enact~d) should be es- Dartmouth Men Here and in Gray House. pointed out that with the Novem· not find out if students had par-
tabhshed. In t~1s system, the four Last Friday, four Dartmouth _____________ her deadline, there is not sufficient ticipated in the decision because 
front sea_ ts will be reserved for seniors came to Wellesley to in- time for 8 student questionnaire they had trouble fiuding out who h th DO YOU COUNT1 h d . b 
cross·i:g1strants w o appear at e formally view the campus, attend If so, and you ride the MIT on the proposal. The student mem- t e stu ent committee mem ers 
last mm~te; those g~ttmg on the classes, and discuss·the program's buses, please help Senate by hers are planning an informational were (this reporter feels obliged 
bus earlier should sat elsewhere. possibilities with some of the stu- keeping a count of the number of session before an open Senate to note that News published on 
T~s "hot seat" system. will be ex· dent members of the committee. people riding partlcula:r buses. meeting. Sept. 24 a full.page list of the 
plamed by one large sign ~n each According to Lis·a, both the Welles- Tum th!s Information (number of Lisa pointed out that they have members of all Academic Council 
of the. MIT buses and signs at ley and Dartmouth students agreed people, day of week, time of hos, no effective way of quantatively and Trustee committees, as well as 
each of the.bus sto~s. . that it would be difficult to recruit from MIT or from Wellesley) into measuring student opinion at this other joint committees and ad hoc 
_Mr. P~ilip Phibbs, Executive students in the numbers being dis- Joan Lister "71 In McAfee. Her time. In general, she said that stu- committees; apparently our student 
Vice·President of the College, sug· cussed. The Dartmouth students phone number ls 23'7-4788. Senate dents feel that the proposal is a leaders were not always well-read). 
gested that a sheet explaining the students noted, however, that see- hopes to me tbJs lnfonr..atlon to good one, but are reluctant to make Capital Gains 
bus procedures be handed out on ing Wellesley's campus and talking let students kr..ow which buses are individual commitments. Many Suzanne Moot '71, sble student 
the MIT buses for a, wee. k or so. to students made some difference in apt to be full so that another vlo- question whether the plan would member of the Trustees' Invest· 
Bo • S 73 d t latlon of the free bus system will C · 1 · d h h ~e tanton . pomte o~ their assessment of this problem. actually work. These opinions are ment omm1ttee, exp ame t at t e 
that 1t would be difficult to do this It was also agreed that an inform- not ooout. (Continued on page 6) (Continued on page 5) 
Page Two WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, October 22, 1910 
New Uses for Old Alphabet feedback 
The report of the Commission subcommittee on about? Accustomed to living and studying among G tting St •ght 
educational proposals is primarily concerned with themselves, Pattern B students might find the junior e TQJ, 
projections for two sets of programs of instruction. year transition difficult. , Perhap~ this potentially To the editor: 
Dividing Wellesley undergraduate education into difficult transition period could be eased by start- Beginning last spring Mr. Phibbs 
lower and upper divisions (representing the first ing with less general subject matter in some aspects scheduled a series of meetings to 
two years and last two years respectively), the re- of the Pattern B program. Other questions left un- discuss the feasibility of running 
port focuses on patterns of education in both stages. answered by the report are: Would Pattern B stu- the Wellelsey-MIT bus system on a 
The report secondarily outlined proposals for a dents be able to take part in special programs such free basis for all students. Since 
Committee on Educational Research and Develop- as EB-WELL, the MIT Exchange, etc.? Would it be we anticipated that the demand to 
ment as well as a new office of Director of Educa- feasible for a student in Pattern B to leave the pro- ride this bus would rise if there 
tional Research. gram at the end of her freshman year or after one were no cost to the students, we 
In explaining the background thinking behind semester and still receive full credit for the work considered the possibility of add-
the decisions and goals for the proposed education completed thus far? ing more buses to the system. 
plans, the report is successful in keeping the rhetor- Pattern C, Integrative Studies, represents some- Since the cost of this alternative 
ic to an informative minimum. The committee af- what of a compromise between the traditional Pat- was prohibitive, it was necessary 
firms that none of its "proposals are designed to tern A and the radical Pattern B. The 45% of the to assure everyone concerned that 
abolish or replace the basic structures of a Wellesley freshman and sophomore classes participating in no additional buses would be re-
education: the liberal arts curriculum and its this program would elect four units per year from quested. In order to allot a limited 
courses; the academic disciplines, its departments the regular curricular offerings. The remaining four number of bus seats in the event 
and majors." Yet, while keeping a firm hold on units would consist of four 61/2 week courses rang- of an overload, the cross-regis-
these basic foundations, as well as a "distinct, if not ing from unit one, an integrative topic with two 70 trants who were travelling to or 
exclusive commitment to the education of women," minute lecture periods and two 70 minutes discus- from an academic appointment re-
the report establishes important innovations in its sions per week, to colloquium and independent proj- lated to the Exchange Program 
statements that a Wellesley education should offer ects. This program also offers students an oppor- were to have absolute priority. 
a variety of learning patterns to keep pace with tunity to work closely with faculty members. The (For example, a cross-registrant 
differing life styles. News commends this commit- unit four, independent directed projects, would be has no right to demand a seat on 
ment to multi-p:itterned educational offerings with- supervised by a teaching assistant from the Welles- ~ full bus unles.s he or she is rid-
in the context of Wellesley. ley M.A.C.T. Program. Here is the role-model mg to or returning from a class at 
Three options are proposed for the first years theory in action. News sees Pattern C as an excel- · the host 0~ exchange school.) '.he 
of study. Pattern A, which would be open to 45% lent program, offering freshmen and sophomores a plan pr~vided for a return t? t1ck-
of the entering class, is established along the lines sophisticated and varied educational experience et sales if .one such cross-registrant 
of 4 units of regular curricular offerings per term, within the context of a regular living pattern at were demed a seat on the bus. 
and as such, needs little discussion. Pattern B, Inde- Wellesley. M.iss Adams aske.d for the cooper-
pendent Studies, is the most unstructured, most radi- Under Last Years Study, three options are pre- atio~ of. the e~hre College corn-
eal, and most controversial of the three. The 10% sented. Again the first option is the traditional mumty in making. these arrange-
of the freshman and sophomore classes involved in B.A. degree according to the Articles of Govern- ments for free busing successful. 
this program would live and study together in a ment. Options two and three provide the oppor- On Thursday,. October 1~, ~n 
residential college. Overseen by the Committee on tunity of receiving a masters degree in high school MI! student missed a quiz m 
Educational Research, Pattern B would be staffed teaching (M.A.T.) or in junior and community col- <;:hm~se because no one would .re-
by a faculty coordinator, 7-10 full-time faculty, and lege teaching (M.A.C.T.). Both are integrative pro- hnquish a seat on the bus which 
supplementary part-time faculty. The educational grams of major fields ot study, psychology, and le~t MIT at 9: 10 a.m. May I re-
thrust in Pattern B consists of a three dimensional practice teaching and require little or no more than mmd you that on. a fully-loaded 
program. The first is a lecture exploring a broad the normal four years required for the B.A. degree. bus, 0 ?1Y cross-registered students 
topic such as " Political Power and Justice," and News is enthusiastic about both of these proposals travelh~g to 0~ f~om a. scheduled 
participated in by all faculty and students in Pat- as "secondary school and community college teach- academic appointment m the ex-
tern B. The other aspects of the program are sem- ing provides a practical vocational possibility for the ch~~f~ pro~r~~ are ~ssur~d seats. 
inars and independent work. This form of inquiry lifestyle of a woman." . . oug ere as een one 
k · h d b d . . f v1olat1on of the arrangement I am see s to give t e stu ent a roa integrative knowl- Overall the report deserves a high ratmg. It o - k' C 11 . edge rather than knowledge categorized by subject. fers clear changes, recognizes differing needs and tas dmg . 0 ege Goffver~ment agam 
N f l · · · · p B ld b ff' ll 1 o evtse more e echve ways to ews ee s part1c1pat1on m attern wou ring wants of undergraduates, and a 1rms that We es ey 'd t f th' . 
students close to faculty and give them a sense of can and should accommodate these. Although Pat- ~01 1 a rep~~ 0 ~ s~tuahon. 
community wholeness and the sharing of a common tern B would represent only 10% of the freshman °1 Pan wh 
1 
stuhccee • 0t":Veverf, 
· w d f' d I d h I d . . 1. d · b un ess we ave e coopera ion o experience. e o m some prob ems. The report an sop omore c asses, an as 1t 1s out me its pro - th t' C 11 • [ 
states that, "a student in Pattern B would be able lems appear slight, they are there, nevertheless, and ek fen ire 0 e~et community. 
· · · Id 'd d · 1 . 1 h as or your ass1s ance. to part1c1pate m all or portions of lecture and lab- shou be recons1 ere . It 1s a so essentla t at Ph 11' T Fl . 
oratory courses in the college with the consent of freshmen be ~nformed thoroughly of their options be- De~n1~f · thee~t~f 
the instructor; her tutor would evaluate her work." fore they arrive at Wellesley and have ample oppor- 0 ege 
This is ambiguous. How would the tutor evaluate tunity to discuss them with faculty advisors to find 
work done in a course he knows little or nothing the one to which they are most suited. 
Ride on Principle 
Although the recent cutback by Senate of the 
Senate bus schedule due to insufficient funds in the 
budget seems a sound business move, it shows a 
failure to consider the theory on which the Senate 
bus system was founded. When cars were permitted 
to a more inclusive part of the student body, the 
College felt the need to sustain some transportation 
system allowing mobility to students without cars. 
The Senate buses, subsidized with College funds, 
provided this mobility to all students. This necessity 
is not filled by either the MIT buses on the weekend 
or the EB-WELL bus, nor were those systems de-
signed to provide general transportation. Senate 
buses comprise the only system which gives equal 
priority to all students. 
Some question might be raised as to the justifi-
cation of subsidizing a program which is used by a 
limited number of students with funds obtained 
from every student on campus. The justification lies 
in the general availability to all students to use the 
buses if they wish. The opportunity is universal 
even though the demand may be somewhat limited. 
It is right that students wishing to use the serv-
ice provided by the buses should pay more for it 
by buying a ticket, but increasing the price of the 
tickets to $1 to make the system self-supporting 
would neither alleviate the problem of financial loss, 
nor would it be consistent with the principle of the 
College as a whole providing such service. Finan-
cially, the increase of ticket price would not be suc-
cessful as it would further discourage students from 
using the Senate buses when they could ride the 
MIT bus or take the MTA. Furthermore, it would 
remove from the College the responsibility of pro-
viding for the "have-nots" as well as those "haves" 
with cars. 
Although the elimination of a few non-profitable 
runs of the Senate bus seems of little importance, it 
is important to the students who do use those par-
ticular runs. Depriving these students of their mo-
bility contradicts the basic theory of the buses. Addi-
tionally, even more buses may have to be cut later 
in the year. It is extremely unfortunate that import-
ant principles such as equal opportunity for mobility 
must be sacrified for lack of financial benefit. The 
implication is that the Colleg~ no longer feels the 
importance of such principles. 
This is not to say that the College should con-
tinue to subsidize the Senate buses. News recognizes 
the limitations of the budget and the multitude of 
uses for all available funds . There should, however, 
be extensive consideration given to the importance 
of the bus system in allocating funds. It is still im-
portant to provide for those who cannot afford to 
have cars, as originally theorized; i.e., some type of 
transportation system is called for. This is especially 
true given the precarious nature of the present MIT 
bus situation. News recommends that the College 
open the way for negotiations for the organization 
of some transportation system which will provide 
the opportunity for mobility to all students as well 
as be more financially feasible. 
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Heckling 
To the editor: 
I am grateful to Betsy Greene 
'71 for requesting equal time in 
News last week to reply to my 
article of the previous week be-
cause her defense of Congressman 
Heckler's record reveals the prob-
lems one is up against in dealing 
with a politicians as slippery as 
the representative from Wellesley. 
Where any factual errors appeared 
in my story I will be glad to cor-
rect them to Miss Greene's satis-
faction or anyone else's, but when 
one confronts the exaggerations 
a..,d outright distortion which the 
Congresswomen from the 10th Dis-
trict actually promotes herself, 
there is little that Miss Greene or 
any other supporter or critic as 
Wellesley College can do to 
change. But let me move on to the 
record we have been discussing. 
Miss Greene begins by pointing 
out that Mrs. Heckler defeated Mr. 
Harrington in the 1966 election 
and. not Representative Martin 
That is only half right . . . or less 
than half. Mrs. Heckler had to 
first defeat Joe Martin, as I indi-
cated, before she got a crack at the 
general election, and most observ-
ers agree that the struggle to defeat 
the former Speaker of the House in 
the Primary was a more significant 
struggle than the Democratic can-
didate's hasty selection in 1966 
and that is why I mentioned it. It 
was certainly not a "vague and un-
founded" charge as Miss Green 
suggests. 
Miss Greene points to the fact 
that Mrs. Heckler met with stu-
dents and constituents last May 
and was sympathetic to their con-
cern over the Cambodian invasion, 
but my article indicates that six 
months previous to this date, after 
six long years of this costly and 
senseless war, she refused to meet 
with peace groups and repudiated 
the October Moratorium by refus-
ing to participate in it and later 
by voting with the Administra-
tion's majority in the House to en-
dorse the President's rebuke of thi~ 
serious protest for peace. Far ftoni 
taking back this charge, I reiterate 
it and will go even further. Al-
though Mrs. Heckler now talks a 
great deal about her trip to Viet-
nam and stresses her concern over 
the ravages of war in general, dur-
ing her four years in Congress she 
never once used her office to speak 
out against the war or to join with 
many of her colleagues who at-
tempted to cut back on military 
appropriations. Furthermore the 
record clearly reveals that she vot-
ed for the ABM appropriation. 
Mr. Yaffe took an opposite posi-
tion on all of these issues, has vig-
orously opposed the war even be-
fore the Tonkin Gulf resolution, 
and has led the peace movement in 
this state to force the President 
to adopt a more conciliatory posi-
tion in late 1970, not before. I 
cannot take the space to refute 
every charge Mrs. Heckler has in-
spired Miss Greene to level against 
me in her article. Let me settle at 
the moment for Mrs. Heckler's 
(not Miss Greene's) most scandal-
ous distortion of the facts and her 
public record on the development 
of public power in New England. 
According to independent and 
objective reports published by the 
Federal Power Commission, the 
Department of the Interior, the 
Army Corps of Engineers, a special 
subcommittee, the Dickey Lincoln 
hydro-electric project in Maine is 
the most efficient way of reducing 
the extraordinary high cost of elec-
tric power in New England, and 
of also increasing the inadequate 
flow of electricity badly needed in 
peak periods of use. These studies 
concur in the astounding informa-
tion that New England household 
consumers are paying 35% more 
for· their electricity than the aver-
age consumer in the rest of the 
United States and New England 
industries are paying up to 60% 
more. This has driven many 
marginal industries out of the area 
and has increased the abnormal 
rate of unemployment in this dis-
trict. The studies referred to 
above, conducted by disinterested, 
non-partisan governmental agen-
cies under two Democratic and 
one Republican President have all 
agreed that the development of a 
public power yardstick project is 
the best way to eliminate this 
alarming price discrimination. 
A recent independent study 
commissioned by the Democratic 
and Republican Governors of New 
England again confirmed these ar-
guments, and pointed out that the 
figures that Mrs. Heckler continues 
to use in defense of her four votes 
in as many years against this neces-
sary power project are fraudulent. 
This has been pointed out to Mrs. 
Heckler time and time again, but 
she continues to distort the record. 
Mrs. Heckler claims that Jhe proj· 
ect will cost from 500 to 800 mil-
lion dollars, but the Governors' in-
dependent study and all the other 
reports have indicated that the 
cost will be no higher than 248 
million dollars, plus 19.9 million 
interest and another 38 million 
(Continued on page 6) 
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOO'ERS 
Wellesey residents on the Q>Uege 
campus: 11 you aro In sympstby 
with the goals Of the League of 
Woman Voten you can help (m-
tber our work by sapportln&' oar 
annual finance driw. CJoatribatlo.I 
may be seat to: Leque of Women 
Voters of Wellealey, Mrs. FAward 
Landreth, 71 Oak Street Wellfl9iey, 
Mui. tn81 pi- 131.sm. 
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Junior Show Presents a Playground of the Mind 
By Betsy Bowman '71 
Because Junior Show is not just 
a dramatic presentation, but also 
a mechanism for building class 
pride and unity, one must take 
claims of unconventionality, 
uniqueness, and other superlatives 
uttered by juniors with a grain of 
salt. Much as it hurts a senior to 
admit it, the Class of 1972's Show 
goes a long way toward fulfilling 
these .;)aims. 
The Show is set in an essentially 
allegorical playground, which rep-
resents one world. Whether the 
playground represents Wellesley 
College or a larger sphere is un· 
important and hence never pre-
cisely clarified. What is clear is 
that this world is subject to upset 
when penetrated by members of 
another "outside" (but not spec· 
ificalJy "real") world. The mem· 
hers or actors of the inside world 
have each chosen roles and "play" 
them to keep themselves in bal· 
ance with their own world and the 
alarming encroachment of the out· 
side realm. It is these themes them· 
selves which comprise the plot. As 
a result, while the action is mini· 
mal, the atmosphere is overwhelm· 
ing. 
Harmony and Cacophony 
The Show opens then with 
scenes of harmonious play and en· 
tertainment provided by the reign· 
ing Clown (Karen Dubinsky) and 
nis troupe (the Silent Majority 
and readily identifiable types such 
as the Radical, the Concerned Lib· 
era!, the Politicians, and the Pat· 
riot) . The cacophony of these per· 
sonified causes is one of the Show's 
most successful scenes. But this 
cacophony is internal and is dis· 
pelled by group participation in the 
Show's most popular song, "Rally 
High," led by the Groupie (Susan 
Elmer). This song is clearly a trib-
ute to the Sha Na Na revival of 
the musical style of the 1950s and 
its lyrics are indeect a treat ("We 
met at the ralJy/His name was 
Fred/I was a pickup/ And he was 
a head/ He passed me a reefer /The 
paper was red/Then I knew our 
love was true ... "). 
But little by little, the peace 
of the secure playground is stat· 
tered by outside elements, the first 
of whom is Mora (Rainy Clas· 
quin). Mora, in a pink skirt and 
turtleneck and navy cable sweater, 
is supposed to represent the tradi· 
tional, unadjusted and uptight col· 
lege student, but the role itself 
is a weak one. She does not know 
how to play, but during song in· 
terludes does. She is worried about 
photo by Ketfiy Brownbeck '74 
The Clown !Karen Oukinsky '72) •'mazed, dazed, and craied all with laughter lest weekend in the cless of I 972's 
Junior Show. 
"career opportunities" but she 
herself has no alternatives to the 
Clown's offer of a job. Worst of all, 
she is worried about what her 
mother would think of her present 
situation. Clearly, as the Dreamer 
(Jackie Dee) points out, Nora must 
find her, own part, but it strains 
the Show to have her wandering 
around stage for most of the pro· 
duction without a role and with· 
out really seeking to find one. 
Dissension 
In the second half of the Show 
the playground's merry-go-round 
breaks and disaster ensues. In· 
ternally, Annabelle (Ellen Uman· 
sky) and Saturn (Sue Klem) argue 
over stability and change, while 
Harry (Thona Pappas) urges or· 
hold on to his audience ("I'm still 
funny") with a succession of bad 
jokes. but passes over the thin line 
between comedy and tragedy. Kar· 
en's acting portrayed her ultimate 
despair with painful clarity. 
Lighthouses See All 
The Show's real star is called 
Hobart (Gail Russell), but he runs 
through a repertoire of roles which 
consistently delighted the audience. 
Using his friend Ralph (Bron Ed· 
wards) as a foil, Hobart is a light· 
house ("Of course I see, Ralph. 
Lighthouses see everything."), a 
toad, an electric drill, and a steam 
shovel. The trials of their friend· 
ship are the Show's seconder}· 
theme. 
(Continued on page 6) 
MIT Evicts Local Tenants: Ex-Radical Speaks in Boston, 
Housing Proposal Rejected D •b C IL ~.f. • T7[ 
BySusanBausell'73 MIT's final proposal was, to a escrl es urren lJ e lll J" ~ • 
Two and a half years ago, MIT great extent, a windy defense of 
bought six houses at Green and its actions and a refusal to state 
Blanche Streets in Cambridge . . . what this property was actually 
and then promptly leased them going to be used for. Herrey claim· 
back to their former owner, Wil· ed no repairs had been made be· 
liam Muray. A secret trust, with cause the property had been rent· 
MIT being the sole beneficiary, ed to William Murray and the 
was formed. William Murray insis· lease gave them no right to make 
ted he still owned it; MIT sat back repairs. The lawyer working with 
and chuckled. The property was the opposing student group dis· 
theirs but no one was aware of it. agreed with this interpretation of 
The anti-MIT-expansion people the lease. MIT, being the actual 
would never know. owner of the buildings, had every 
From that time until now, not right to repair them - Herrey 
one single repair requested by ten· switched the subject. 
ants has been made. The roof leaks; 
the drains are plugged up. William 
Murray evidently felt no respon· 
sibility for the condition of the 
homes - MIT chose to remain in· 
visible. 
Move In, Freeze Out 
The buildings just continued de· 
teriorating until MIT recently de· 
cided to make itself visible and 
speed up the deterioration. With· 
out sending eviction notices, MIT 
merely informed the tenants that 
their homes were to be tom down. 
Three couples promptly moved out, 
leaving three of the buildings va· 
The only quasi-positive proposal 
Herrey managed to come up with 
was the need to tear down four of 
the buildings because of their hor· 
rible condition. In response to stu· 
dents' demands that MIT replace 
these with new low-cost housing, 
Herrey hedged again. Because the 
area was an industrial zone, low· 
cost housing could not be erected 
- a zoning variance, in MIT's 
opinion, would be too difficult to 
obtain. The students' offer to picket 
city hall for the required zoning 
variance was dismissed, ignored. 
cant. New and Better Ways 
A salvage company arrived short· As of this week, the negotiations 
ly thereafter, removing the heaters merely get more and more com· 
and refrigerators from the vacant plicated and contradictory. Some· 
houses . .. but it seems it got times· MIT agrees to tear down 
carried away with salvaging. One four of the houses, replacing them 
of the occupied buildings was also with traitors and fixing up the other 
entered - the heaters and refrig· two buildings. Other times, MIT 
erators vanished. If the tenants agrees to fix the leaking roofs on 
weren't going to move out of their all the buildings and make basic 
own accord, MIT would freeze repairs. Herrey still refuses to even 
them out, starve them out. try to get a zoning variance. 
Pin Down, Switch Off The highly questionable morality 
Unfortunately, MIT could no of tearing down sorely-needed low-
longer hide its quite evident own· cost housing ($60-$70/month) has 
ership. A group of MIT students, seemingly never been considered 
led by Howard Lasnik, became by MIT and its representative, 
aware of the situation and decided Herrey. Its actions in connection 
to visit Anthony Herrey, the Real with this small group of homes in 
Estate Administrator for MIT. Na· Cambridge is only a continuation 
turally Herrey dodged in, around of MIT's most unusual connections 
and behind questions, but was with the community which sur· 
forced to pin himself down to rounds it. Not only is the MIT ad-
aomething. He promised to stop all ministration responsible for war 
eviction of tenants and tearing research on new and better ways to 
down of the buildings for the mo- bomb homes in Vietnam but it 
ment. Instead, MIT would propose also looks like it's helping the situ· 
eomo way "to respond to the sit· ation along here in the States. 
uation" - Herrcy needed time to From bombers ,to salvage com· 
pull a fut one. panics .. . 
by Debbie Lodge '73 
"Well, I'm waiting." With these 
words, Raymond Mungo, co-found-
er of andex-writer for the Libera· 
tion News Service, recently turned 
Vermont-dweller, opened his non· 
talk at the Boston Center for Adult 
Education. His slight stature, un· 
hurried drawl, and inauspicious 
carriage marked him more as a 
Vermont farmer than as a former 
radical leader. 
Mungo is currently living in a 
dream world (albeit a conscious 
one), where optimism and hedon· 
ism barely mask despair. In his 
words, "I was overwhelmed by 
the frailty of life - houses bum, 
people die - so I just throw away 
everything." 
Everything Magical 
Why did Mungo leave the world 
in which he was so radically in· 
volved? He discovered that "the 
Movement . . . is in your head. 
Some people chop wood, some pass 
out leaflets . . . It's aJI the same 
thing." Speaking personally, he 
added that he "found the answer 
when I found out that reason was 
irrelevant - it's all magical. So I 
pushed away reason and televisions 
and phones, and am ver1 happy 
now." 
Ray Mungo considers himself 
free as last, for he's "not afraid of 
the Shiny Shoes, not afraid of dy· 
ing, therefore I'm free to live." 
He reflected on those who have 
not as yet attained such freedom: 
"The most horrible thing in the 
city is not the number of people, 
DIOKENS SCHOLAR TO READ 
Philip Oolllns, ~ of Eng-
lish literature at the Unlvenlty 
of Leicester, Lei~. England, 
will read eclt'ctiom from Dickens 
on Sat., Oct. U at 8 p.m. In 
8chnelder Cent.er. Mr. Oolllns is 
also chairman of the Unlventty's 
\'ktorian 8tudles Oenter. Be bas 
recently held vlsltlnc prole11110r· 
1blpe at the Unlwnlty of Calllor-
nla (Berkt'ley) ud Oolmnbla Uni· 
venlty. He .ha• publlshed numel'" 
oas articles and 11.x boob In 
Dickens studies, aa well aa writ· 
ten Oil Sbapesi-re, Bo8well, 
lobmon. and Slunv, and a.spetQ ol 
Victorian life nnd literature. 
but the percentage in the throes of 
some ghastly disease which makes 
them scowl. be mean and nasty ... 
Who's going to turn these people 
free?" 
He launched into describing a 
world where, if people gave up 
cars and such, they would be able 
to communicate with goblins and 
demons and other spirits. He ex-
plained: "On behalf of the other 
guy (that is myself), we shall have 
to give up everything ... It sounds 
like a pipe-dream, but it's my 
reality." 
Mungo is now residing on a 
farm in Vermont with his wife and 
whomever else happens to be there 
at the moment (he left 15 people 
behind, but "there may be 5 or 
25 when I get back."). When 
queried on his thoughts of Thor· 
eau, he wryly answered "Oh, 1 
think he's the greatest - he was 
the greatest. He's dead now." He 
was most impressed, he added, by 
the fact that everything is as 
Thoreau said - the grass, the 
trees, the flowers still exist. "They 
shouldn't exist somehow," and 
added with the fervor of a newly· 
enlightened discoverer, "My God, 
the world isn't just U.S. interstate 
highways!" 
He placed the recent rural trend 
in a historical sense, noting that 
people are "always going to the 
mountains for when the flood 
comes. The flood's here - we have 
to climb higher and must never 
step back." Mungo has joined the 
trek to the hills and ironically add· 
ed that he has "seen gun-toting 
radicals reduced to plucking chick· 
ens and loving it." 
In Vermont, Mungo has re-
nounced many " things of this 
world". In his words, "We think 
we're the straightest people in 
town - we don't eat devil-dogs or 
do crazy things like that. We just 
do things people have been doing 
for ages." When asked about the 
opinion of his neighbors, Mungo 
reinforced the tale of the laissez· 
faire-independence characteristic of 
Vermont inhabitants. On his own 
part, he said, "I'm trying not to 
have opinions with anyone, any-
more but am trying to understand 
why they do what they do." 
Ray Mungo comes across in a 
myriad of images. A hardened 
radical trying to soften the edges 
("I must believe the new day is 
coming and everything will be all 
right.) ; a realist (Being depressed 
doesn't help - you've got to be 
happy. So you can cope. And oh 
God, you've got to cope."); an 
absurdist ("You should always 
smile because it's all a joke."); an 
optimist whose silver lining is 
somewhat tarnished. Mungo's fu. 
ture? Who knows? Or, to quote 
Ray Mungo himself, "From our 
house to the western horizon you 
can see lots of nothing, and no-
thing is very good for you." 
EXPERT 
ALTERATIONS 
Fittings in rooms, deliverieB 
Mrs. Mangini 653-1499 
STUDY RAPS INTRODUCED 
A "mod" approach to group 
study counseling Is being lnangur· 
at.eel by the Offtce of F.ducational 
Services on Monday, October M. 
at t:SO a.m. Tbe ftrst tle88lon wlD 
tab place In the M.I.T. ~. 
bat In ~ weieb the loea· 
t1oo wlll be shifted around tlte 
campus. Mr. Polk Pnd Mn. Row· 
land, reading and study i*lllB 
speclallllbl, wtn lead the eealons. 
'lbe first meeting will tocm on 
preparaflon for and ~ of 
exams. Mr. Polk and Mrs. Row· 
land wlll exptaha ll(M!t'a) tech-
niques and dlscuM problems pr& 
sented b:v students. However, not 
all the tips will come from them. 
They are bop~ that students wlD 
share succesdnl tecbntquee wltll 
others lo attendaMe. Some hand· 
outs In the form of galdeUnee wlD 
be distributed to tho9e attendlDc· 
Future ntefltlnp wDl c1heuss 
conftdellCf'I - whftt It Is, how lt 
develops, bow to overcome prob-
lems and dtBtracttona - ertenal, 
Interns) - and ~ that are 
mistaken for distractions. 
AU students and faculty are wel· 
come to pe.rtldpate and to make 
reeommendfttfoll!t for Juture rape. 
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EB- WELL Notes 
By Paula Pavey '73 
~LEY NEWS Thursday, Oct.ober D, 1918 
SWP Group Evaluates Strike, 
Reviews Events of May, 1970 Last week the EB-WELL Center became a beehive of activity as Wellesley students began their field work in East Boston. The fully-
equipped kitchen at the Center is in frequent use during the lunch and 
dinner hours, and many students have been staying overnight in the By Dorothy Curran '74 fore the May strikes. As import- days before election day." Pro-
hostel. "Student Strike: The Lessons ant aspects of the strikes he cited jecting a crowd estimate for the 
Students who have signed up for field work but have not received of May, 1970" was the topic of the mass spontaneous reaction to an event, he said: " ... indications 
assignments should contact Stephanie Casale '71 in Bates at 235-5671, latest Friday night forum of the apparent crisis situation, the tend- are for hundreds of th9usands of 
or Mr. Steve London in the sociology department office, 130 Founders. Boston Militant Labor Forum, a ency of the people to work out- people despite Nixon's ploys . 
Many opportunities are still open for other students who wish to do Socialist Worker Party organiza- side of the traditional two-party such as sending Agnew out to 
volunteer field work in the project. For specific projects and project tion housed at 295 Huntington structure, the scope of the poten- speak." 
leaders, see the EB-WELL bulletin board by 125 Founders. Applica- Avenue, Boston. The program fea- tial energy of such a mass move- More Striking Lessons 
tions for field work are available in the sociology office. tured "On Strike," a Newsreel ment, and the necessity that this Sid Feinhersh of U. Mass. dis-
NEW PROCEDURES -The EB-WELL Center office is now open film documentary of the 1968 San energy be channeled constructive- cussed the alternatives for action 
five days a week, Mon.-Fri. from 9 :00 a.m. to noon. In addition, the Francisco State strike. Eric Poul- ly. Poulis emphasized that the that initially confronted the strik-
Center is open Mon .-Fri. from 6:00 p.m. to 11:30 p .m. Any students is, Young Socialist Alliance mem- movement to transform the facili- ers: "We were going to boycott 
who wish to enter the building during these times must ring the door- her and Clark U. strike leader, ties of the university into a strike Coca-Cola to force the company 
bell and show their Wellesley ID's to be admitted. and Sid Feinhersh, strike leader issues education medium was to use its cyclamate lobbyists 
The bus driver will let students into the Center when he arrives at U. of Massachusetts and pub- YSA initiated, as were 111any of against the war." The first les-
at approximately 8: 45 a.m., 12: 30 p.m., 5: 15 p.m., and 8: 30 p.m. Any lisher of its underground newspa- the major proposals incorporated son that he drew from the strike 
students who wish to use the building in the afternoons or on weekends per, also provided lessons. by the Strike Committee. was that the newspapers gave 
should obtain a key from the Information Bureau in Green Hall. SFS the Pioneer Noting that the strike was not more coverage to strike activities 
NEW PROJECTS - The basement of the EB-WELL Center is The film account given of the regionally phenonmenal, he cited than to the Cambodian operations. 
now being converted into a tutoring center for community youth. Cindy San Francisco State strike high- the percentage involvement of the "I believe that the student strike 
Ross '73, who is in charge of the project, has organized a clean-up and lighted student feelings , reactions, leading participant states: " . . . . . . is keeping Nixon out of Cam-
painting session for this Sunday, Oct. 25. She is especially interested in demands, and confrontations sur- New York was the leader, of bodia now," he stated. 
art majors who would like to paint murals on the walls. Any inter- rounding the five-month boycott course .. . 50% of all schools . . . Feinhersh remarked that the 
ested students should contact Cindy at 235-0363. of classes which 80% of the stu- had a high rate of protest, . . . strike was important not only be-
Ann Beha '72 and Joyce Bove '72 are also seeking student aid to dents supported. The central is- but in second place was Iowa with cause it united people against the 
conduct a noise survey in the East Boston area. The volunteers will sue was racism in education as 48 % .. . Michigan and Massachu- war, but also that some began to 
distribute 1000 data sheets to adults and high school students in sev- manifested by the poor quality of setts followed . .. " Drawing fig- work against Black Panther re-
eral locations in the community. Ann stressed that the survey will ask the black studies department and ures from Newsweek and other pression and ROTC. "The whole 
for personal, rather than actual statistical reactions to the noise, includ- the IQ-based tracking systems of publications, he announced sever- environment of the campus was 
ing new data on health problems caused by the noise. primary and secondary education. al times that 16 million students changed , he said. The elected 
The data from the survey will be used in the legal suit which the Scenes of the strikers, speakers, were estimated to have participat- Strike Committee became " . . . 
Massachusetts Slates Attorney's office is bringing against the Massa- police beating the strikers, and ed in some way. the governing power of the univer-
chusetts Port Authority. This survey is "a tremendous undertaking" SFS President Hiyakawa attempt- " Many people have compared sity; .. . the Faculty Senate re-
according to Ann, so many volunteers will be needed . However, she ing to disrupt the strikers' litera- the May strike to the student move- mained irrelevant before and after 
pointed out that the survey does not involve a long-term commitment, ture prevailed. The film fu nc- ment in 1905 in Russia . . . and I the strike; .. . the administrat ion 
since it will be conducted sometime within the next month. Students tioned as a portrayal of a mass think to some extent that this is went into hiding." 
interested in helping with the survey should contact Ann at 237-4657 college sfrike - ' its potentials and valid." Poulis continued . The ma- Feinhersh seemed somewhat 
or Judy at 237-0266. its realities. jor difference, he maintained , was more concerned with the signifi-
NEW STA FF - The two young social workers who live on the According to Eric Poulis of that afte r the 1905 movement the cance of the strike bureaucracy 
third floor of the Center, Theresa Oliveira and Ann Marie Werhli, have Clark U. the SFS strike had been participants turned to mysticism, than with the effects of the strike 
now officially joined the EB-WELL staff. " .. . a very instructional strike but 1970 strikers are " ... still on the war in Vietnam and Cam-
Theresa, originally from Brazil, has been in East Boston for five ... the most important student- working and talking about the bodia: "We took over the Student 
months. She graduated in 1968 after four years of combined study and based strike in history ... " be- demonstration of October 31 , three (Continued on page 7) 
fieldB~~~\~~r:::z!~d Ann Marie are employed by the East Boston Baez TJ.usbandDeifii·ne Goals 
Social Center. Theresa's special project is organizing the Jeffries Point ' IJ. ~ 
housing project community. The main purpose of her work with teen-
agers and adults is "to get the community involved,'' and she feels that L M Fil • k 'C Tt o ' 
SO far she has had "good C<?Operation". in working toward her goal. n e w l c a rry .l j n 
Theresa entered the field of soctal work because she wanted to ' 
gain "a greater understanding of social change." She felt that "'under-
standing the mechanisms of social change would help people to find By Amy Daunis '74 delineating the simplicity and ser- and that we have to make poeple 
their own way of dealing with the world." enity of their lives. The idols of at realize this. 
More specifically, she sees the EB-WELL project as "a good op- Carry It On, the new documen- least a whole country have been Joan discussed her singing and 
portunity to deal with people"; as she said, it affords Wellesley stu- tary about David Harris and Joan portrayed here as they would like what she wanted to achieve by it. 
dents a view of "the whole society, so that they will not feel alien to Baez, will soon have everybody to be, as following a way of life She said that she never wanted to 
the problems (of society) ." She pointed out that the project is also talking. It is a very sympathetic that is open to everyone. be considered as just a performer. 
"good for the East Boston community." and straightforward presentation that every time she went on stage 
f h I. · f tw rt Idols and Heroes Anne Marie. who has also been in East Boston for five months, is 0 t e persona ities 0 0 suppo - she tride to communicate her com-
• · 11 f I d ers of the " Revolution" in con- "d H · lk d h · · 1 or1gma Y rom Switzer an . She has been a social worker for eight Davi arns ta e about is mttment to soc1a improvement. 
years, several of which were spent in a YMCA-type situation in Switz- temporary America, giving in- rationale in evading the draft in a The most impressive aspect of 
erland. sights inn:> their lives and ideas. series of interviews before he was Joan , however, is her unbounded 
She began in social work because of "an interest in working with The action of the play covers Jess jailed. He was concerned about Jove of her husband, whom, she 
people." She came to Boston under the auspices of the Council of Inter- than a year's time. starting with how the majority of America lives said, she wainted twenty-seven 
· I p the a rrest of David for draft eva- r· d nattona rograms for Youth Leaders and Social Workers, wh ich sends vicariously, getting their opinions years to m . and her unselfish ac-
approximately 200 social workers to the United States for a summer sion in 1969 and continuing to fol- voiced by a minori ty of involved ceptance of his decision to go to 
or for a year . low Joan on the concert tour that people - they by their inaction , jail for his principles. 
Her particular mission in East Boston is to organize the residents she organized to keep herself busy can be considered as counter-rev- Even the most Establishment-
of the Maverick Square housing project, but she also works in the until her baby was born . olutionary. David talked about the oriented of persons could not fail 
Social Center with children and teen-agers during the afternoons and Jim Coyne, the film's photog- difference b e twe e n idols and to admire this couple in their ded-
evenings. raphy director , did a magnificentl y heroes, saying that idols teach ication to their ideals compliment-
Anne Marie's feelings on the EB-WELL program are very positive; understated job , providing just the people what they can't be, where- ed by their realistic, practical ap-
she termed it "good, because it tries to get in contact with the com- right amount of character shots to as heroes teach people what they proach to life. The three people 
munity ... it's good for both sides." transmit the depth of emotion of can be. He stressed that he was of responsible for this film: Chris-
SPEC/AL NOTE - Henceforth, anyone wishing to put a notice his subjects without becoming the last group, and that his adion topher Knight, Robert Jones, and 
for workers or a news item in this column should contact Paula Pavey mawkish. The shots of Joan and was possible for anyone to imitate. James Coyne, ought to be greatly 
'73 in Shafer Hall (237-4664) before Friday noon of the week before David's home provided an excel- He went on to say the most impor- commended for their sensitive and 
the article is to appear. Jent backdrop for character-study, tant thing there is, is human life honest production. 
New Slater Fellows Adjust to Wellesley Setting 
By Judy Tarutz '74 
Five foreign students are study-
ing at Wellesley College this year 
as Slater Fellows. They are Inger 
Halvorsen (Norway) • Sheila 
Hinchcliffe (England). Silvia Par-
iset (Italy), Elisabetta Recchi 
( Italy). and Agnes Thomas 
(France). 
The Slater Program was found-
ed in 1969 by Mr. and Mrs. Ellis 
D. Slater. who established a fund 
to enable four students from West-
ern Europe interested in American 
studies to take courses at Welles-
ley each year. 
There arc five Fellows this year 
because one student who had 
been granted a fellowship last year 
was unable to come. 
The Fellows are pursuing inde-
pendent projects and receive a cer-
tificate in either American Studies 
or a specific field upon comple-
tion of the year's work. 
Meet the Fellows 
Inger Halvorsen, a psychology 
major, studied for a year at the 
Univer~ity of Oslo before coming 
to Wclleslev. She received her Sla-
ter FellowS'hip through the Insti-
tute of International Education. 
She finds that in Europe "stu-
dents seem much more committed 
in political organization." At Wel-
lesley. she noted "political activity 
is low. but social activity is very 
high." 
She also feels that the "back-
ground of students at Wellesley is 
more homogeneous" than at the 
University of Oslo, which has 
16,000 students. I ngcr believes 
that students here have many 
choices open to them, as far as 
program selection . "In Norway 
you decide your field earlier and 
don't take courses outside your 
field." 
Inger enjoys walking around the 
many contrasting areas of Bos-
ton and listening to records at 
rewctt. 
Sheila Hinchcliffe is majoring 
in American History and philos-
ophy. She has been at the Uni-
versity of East Anglia for two 
years and will return for another 
year after her studies at Welles-
ley. Sheila spent a year teaching 
in Labrador. 
She is used to smaller classes 
than she finds here. She notices 
that " there arc more chech placed 
on students here." In England you 
can go for long stretches with little 
studying until the last moment, 
says Sheila, " but here you have to 
keep up with the work." 
She applied directly to Welles-
ley for the Slater Fellowship. 
The Cost of Organization 
Silvia Pariset hopes to get her 
Ph.D. when she returns to Venice. 
An American Literature major, 
she is writing her thesis on the 
Autobiography of Henry fames. 
She finds that academic life here 
is very well organized, citing as 
examples advisors to help students 
plan their programs and the fa-
cility in obtaining book loans from 
various libraries. One part of the 
College's organization displeases 
her. "When I arrived here I had 
to fi ll out papers and papers and 
papers." Filling out many fonns 
is what Silvia calls "the disadvant· 
age of the advantage." She feels 
that here "you need a lot of time 
to do things that are not concerned 
with your studies . . . ln Italy 
there are no academic activities. 
just academic studies." 
Silvia was notified of the Slat-
er Program by one of her profes-
sors. She feels that she was mis-
informed about the nature of Wel-
lesley. She and her professor had 
both been under the impression 
that Wellesley had a doctoral pro-
gram. Nevertheless, she plans to 
take advantage of Wellesley's fa-
cilities in order to research her 
thesis. 
Elisabetta Recchi has studied for 
two years at the University of 
Genova, and has two more years 
to go. She is an economics ma-
(Continued on page 7) 
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Spaulding Urges Student Participation • Politics 
By Jennifer Heubach '73 .effect as previous acts of unneces-
Si Spaulding, running for senator sary violence. These dis~urba~ces 
against incumbent Edward Ken- by small groups of extremists ahen-
nedy, held a press conference for ate the "older generation" from 
the college press, Wed., Oct. 14, at even the most moderate youth. 
Boston University. Within the Animosity is built up between cer· 
thirty minutes of questions and tain working groups an~ st~den!s 
answers, Mr. Spaulding touched as a whole. Whether their view 1s 
upon such topics as women's lib- justified or no~, man_y of these ~ho 
eration and over-population, and could not obtam a h1g~er education 
such recent issues as the bombing can only see the deliberate abuse 
at Harvard and the Cuban base. of a privilege that they were 
Before opening the floor to gen-
eral questions, the Republican 
nominee for senator talked for a 
moment about student participa-
tion in political activities. He urged 
students to become involved now, 
in this campaign, because the next 
chance they have to attempt politi-
cal change would be a long way 
off. Those who had asked to take 
off last spring now have the op-
portunity to do something about 
the political situation, and if they 
don't seize this opportunity, there 
should be no talk of taking off 
another spring. 
Alienation 
Mr. Spaulding appeared confi-
dent and relaxed as he spoke to 
the group that included represen-
tatives and students from B.U., 
Tufts, Brandeis, the University of 
Massachusetts, Channel 7, the Can-
adian Press, and The Boston Globe. 
He was interested in finding out 
what issues concerned the students, 
and answered questions candidly. 
The bombing at Harvard, Mr. 
Spaulding believed, had the same 
denied. 
Peace in Indochina 
In response to President Nixon's 
proposal for peace in Indochina, 
Si Spaulding was enthusiatic. For 
three administrations he has con-
sidered the war in Vietnam unpro-
ductive, advocates a cease-fire, and 
a swift withdrawal. The problem in 
Indochina must be dealt with po-
litically, not militarily. 
Perhaps one of the strongest 
stands he took that afternoon was 
on Women's Rights. He came out 
emphatically in favour of com-
plete, across the board, equality. 
Not only should women gain 
equality in job opportunities and 
wages, but they should also bear 
equal responsibility for such things 
as alimony and child-support. 
There is also no reason why wo-
men cannot be drafted for at least 
clerical positions, if needed, the 
Draft is to persist. 
The Draft, however, is some-
thing that is really unnecessary. 
The Selective Service, Mr. Spauld-
ing contended, is undemocratic by 
definition. We are not a military 
Workshop Unmasks Fears, 
Bares Inhibitions, Hang-Ups 
By Barbara Clark '74 
"You get very involved with 
this - when people split, you feel 
like you've lost a limb," said Mr. 
Paul Barstow, chairman of the 
theatre department. He was ex-
plaining the "Theatre Games 
Workshop," his undefined, un-
named "group." 
Although Mr. Barstow and the 
twenty students involved in the 
group practice sensitivity games 
and exercises, it is not strictly an 
encounter group, but more an 
chance for theatre oriented people 
to explore these techniques and 
see what they have to say to actors 
and directors. 
Grew from Spring Strike 
The "Theatre Games Work-
shop" is an open campus activity. 
and the twenty students consist of 
girls from Wellesley and boys from 
the nearby men's colleges. Some 
of these students have acted in 
Wellesley productions before. The 
group has now voted to close it-
self on account of size, but Mr. 
Barstow feels he might be starting 
another one in the near future. 
The idea grew out of the events 
of last spring, when the theatre 
people became socially and po-
litically involved in the strike. 
They did have several regular pro-
ductions planned, but canceled 
these in order to stage things more 
relevant to the issues of the time, 
such as poetry readings on war 
and peace, and performing "The 
Crucible" at area high schools. 
They also wrote the script for and 
performed "Death Voices," and 
later received many requests for 
the script from people across the 
country. 
'Guerilla Theatre' 
One particular facet of their po-
litical activities leading to the 
workshop was "guerilla theatre," 
also called "street theatre." This 
involved bringing the actor to the 
audience, and doing semi-improvi-
sational skits on controversial is-
sues. 
For example, the group ran onto 
the Wellesley baseball field, after 
the third inning of a game and 
auctioned off three girls, saying 
something in support of women's 
lib ideas that women are just ob-
jects that are bought and sold. The 
group also went down to the 
Woodland MTA stop and had one 
of their members pose as a student 
petitioning against the Cambodian 
invasion. They then proceeded to 
attack him, verbally at first, and 
ended by tearing up his papers, 
tying him up, and stuffing the pa· 
per down his throat. 
Unknown audiences can be hos-
tile and the group had to be wary 
of violent reactions. In such high 
risk activities, it was essential that 
the group themselves had a close 
unity, a feeling of mutual trust and 
cooperation. 
Although he is not a profession-
al T-group instructor, Mr. Bar-
stow has done work in the sensi-
tivity field, and actors have em-
ployed these techniques before in 
bringing continuity to a cast's per-
formance. The group got into im-
provisations, role playing, animal 
games, machine building, and vari-
ous forms of non-verbal communi-
cation. When the term was over, 
they all decided they were inter-
ested in pursuing this train of ac-
tion in the fall. 
Becoming a Unity 
At the Theatre Games Work-
shop's first meeting, the partici-
pants began breaking down bar-
riers between themselves and dis-
covering each other's personali-
ties. They first sat in a circle, and 
described what they knew or 
thought they knew about a perfect 
stranger simply by looking at him. 
These descriptions were then veri-
fied or denied, and each person 
then volunteered the most import-
ant thing about themselves that 
the observer had missed in his de-
scription. 
Although the "Theatre Games 
Workshop" grew out of the people 
in guerilla theatre, the group is not 
commiting itself to any definite 
activity. They wish to remain as 
undefined as possible, and might 
go into more street theatre, might 
put on a production, or just simply 
meet once a week and become a 
unity. 
government and should not need a 
standing army. A volunteer· army, 
along with a permanc:nt peace-
keeping force to the U.N., should 
be all the U.S. requires in armies. 
Russian Threats 
When asked about the threat of 
a Russian submarine base in Cuba, 
Mr. Spaulding felt that some action 
may be legitimate under the Mon-
roe Doctrine. He maintains, how-
ever, that we really have no basis 
for complaint in such a situation, 
if we set up bases with an eye on 
Russia. We cannot criticize Russia 
for merely following our lead. 
Si Spaulding is one of the few 
candidates who has publicly ac-
knowledged concern with over-pop-
ulation and the need for birth con-
trol. He pointed out that the im-
mediacy of the problem is not 
known. Most individuals do not 
comprehend that the population 
will grow to dangerous proportions 
unless some control is implement· 
ed. Education must play a key role 
in the effort to curb the population 
growth. Abortion laws must also 
be relaxed so that the decision is 
left to the patient and her phys-
ician. 
He also reminded us that we 
cannot tell the rest of the world 
what to do, unless we are able to 
set an appropriate example for 
them to follow. Before devoting 
all our concern to India's prob-
lems, we must realize the problem 
within our own country; 35% of 
all children born are unwanted, 2 
out of 3 people on welfare are 
children. We must settle our popu-
lation crisis now, before the gov-
ernment is forced - whether it 
has the right or not - to settle it 
for us. 
Mr. Spaulding left the confer-
ence to join a rally on Common-
wealth Ave., where he fielded 
questions from the senatorial 
candidate on the Socialist ticket, 
Peter Camejo, as well as from an 
enthusiastic group of students and 
faculty. 
Leaders ..• 
(Continued /rom page 1} 
committee handles the College's 
portfolio not in terms of day-to-day 
transactions but in terms of long-
run investments. She mentioned 
the possibility that the committee 
might work on withdrawing in· 
vestments from firms which prac-
tice racism against blacks and/ or 
women, although she stressed the 
point that, in view of the precari-
ous financial position of the Col-
lege and the nation's economy in 
general, this might not be feasible. 
When asked if the College had any 
plans for spending it capital gains, 
Suzanne explained that while the 
College's portfolio shows $7 ,000,-
000 in capital gains from its in-
vestments, the capital gains on the 
total portfolio (IBM included) 
were only $6,000,000. In light of 
these figures, Suzanne felt that 
holding on to the IBM gains might 
be the wisest procedure. 
At this point it was decided that, 
since it was getting late and people 
were starting to leave, further com-
mittee reports would be postponed 
until a later meeting. Miss Phyllis 
Fleming, Dean of the College, then 
addressed the students, Miss Flem-
ing, who had been invited to de-
scribe her job, explained that she 
acts primarly as a liaison between 
the faculty and the administration. 
In addition, she supervises matters 
related to the MIT-Wellesley Ex-
change program. She noted, how-
ever, that while her duties do not 
directly include dealings with stu-
dents, she is happy to see students 
on a variety of matters. 
No Uver, Please 
Miss Fleming then mentioned the 
unfortunate incident concerning the 
MIT but (see letter, p. 2), explain-
ing that it put her, as a strong sup-
porter of the free buses, in a very 
awkward position. She asked for 
Si Spaulding, R99ut.llcan candidate for tfle U.$. Senate from Mau., .. ah 
to studenh at Wellesley last Monday. Sound trucks patrolling ifie campus 
urged shxlents to get out to Founders and listen. Getting out tfie vote is 
another fM'Oblem. 
Spaulding Speaks at Rally, 
Sets Goal of Reconciliation 
By Karen R. Schumacher '72 
On Mon., Oct. 19, Si Spaulding, 
candidate from Massachusetts for 
the U.S. Senate, made a stop on 
his campaign route at Wellesley 
College. Mr. Spaulding planned 
no set speech, but chose rather to 
hold an informal question and an-
swer period on the grass by Found-
ers parking lot. 
In the face of all the recent 
commotion over whether or not to 
recess for two weeks for "politi-
cal action," only about 60 students 
appeared to meet Mr. Spaulding. 
At a few minutes past 11 a.m. Mr. 
Spaulding seemed to appear out 
of nowhere as he came walking 
down College Road. 
Spaulding made some brief 
comments at the outset about the 
general state of the nation and 
about his own personal campaign. 
He said the U.S. may be facing its 
last chance to choose between the 
road of dissent and distrust, in 
other words, continuing polariza-
tion of interests, and reconciliation 
of these factions. There now exists 
a wall separating people from 
people and people from leaders 
says Mr. Spaulding, and his aim is 
to break these barriers and head 
towards reconciliation. 
Spaulding then launched an at-
tack on his opponent, the incum-
bent Senator Edward M. Kennedy. 
According to Mr. Sapulding, run-
ning against Mr. Kennedy is like 
"grappling with a shadow." Ken-
nedy hides behind his name, his 
myth, and his money, maintains 
Mr. Spaulding. If Spaulding were 
elected he holds he would repre-
sent a democracy while Kennedy 
would represent a dynasty. 
For about 30 minutes after his 
initial remarks Mr. Spaulding en-
tertained questions on a wide 
range of subjects. He commented 
on topics such as the war, wom-
en's lib, the Mid-East crisis, the 
defense budget, the Scranton Re-
port, and the population explosion. 
The dialogue was free flowing and 
rapidly moving. 
Spaulding left Wellesley College 
about an hour after his arrival to 
continue on his busy schedule. 
His advice was to get involved in 
the elections now, no matter who 
your candidate, because two weeks 
from now will be too late. 
Center to Expand Offerings; 
Coffeehouse to Open in Nov. 
By Mollie Davison '73 ernors hopes to attract "everything 
Page Talbott '72, chairman of the from folk to rock groups to musical 
board of governors for Schneider bands and poetry readings," Page 
"Blue Grass." Dickens 
College Center, looks forward to says. 
the reopening of the coffeehouse 
around the middle of Nevember "Blue Grass" will play folk and 
country music at Schneider tomor-
row starting between 8: 30 and 
9 p.m., immediately following the 
W.C.T.U.'s concert with a singing 
group from MIT at 7 p.m. Lending 
a note of diversity, Philip Collins 
will read selections from Dickens 
at 8 p.m. Saturday in Schneider. 
and the beginning of several new 
projects at Schneider in the near 
future. Innovations include plans 
far a store, an expanded ticket 
office, a communications center, 
and an art gallery and a silk-
screening set-up, as well as a wider 
variety of entertainment. 
"We're very receptive to ideas," 
Page adds, explaining that she co-
ordinates all these proposals with 
the help of Nancy Brown '73, 
chairman of the coffeehouse com-
mittee, and Tiz Good '71, chair-
man of the special programs com-
mittee. Within its $9,000 enter-
tainment budget the board of gov-
suggestions from students on the 
problem. In mentioning the Com-
mision reports, Miss Fleming re-
marked that all the proposals cost 
money, so priorities will have to 
be decided upon. "Next time," she 
added, "we're going to make a 
decision." 
The meeting ended on a light 
note (hardly out of character with 
the proceedings) when Miss Flem-
ing expressed her desire to eat 
dinner with students in the dorms. 
"Don't invite me on a night when 
you have liver," she pleaded; "I 
like it but nobody else comes." 
Welesley's student leaders, more 
tired than excited about the pros-
pects for student alliance, then 
plodded home for dinner. 
Scheduled to reopen Friday, No-
vember 20, the coffeehouse will 
offer entertainment, arranged by 
Jeanie Stahl '73, downstairs in 
Schneider every Wednesday and 
Friday night. Nancy Brown reports 
that suggestions to keep the coffee-
house open all night will receive 
consoderation despite "the prob-
lem of staffing, which is indirectly 
a budget problem again." 
Nancy's responsibilities as the 
representative of the coffeehouse 
on the board of governors entail 
choosing the furnishings and paint-
ings for the two rooms in the base-
ment set aside for the coffeehouse. 
The decorating scheme calls for 
low tables and chairs in the lower 
part of the split-level sitting area 
and large pillows in the upper 
part. 
The board of governors promises 
free admission to the coffeehouac 
and to programs on the main atage 
in Schneider every Saturday night. 
The Flm Society wil also show 
movies in the main part of new 
Schneider Sundays at 10:30 p.m. 
(Continued on page 8) 
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more feedback 
(Continued from page 2) 
for the completion of the high volt-
age lines needed to deliver the 
power to the Boston area. This 
comes to a firm estimate of 305.9 
million, not 500 to 800 million dol-
lars. The sad thing is that Mrs. 
Heckler knows of this independent 
and objective estimate and yet she 
continues to use her own exagger-
ated figures, probably supplied by 
private power lobbies. 
Miss Greene also indicates that 
Mrs. Heckler argues that the Dick-
ey-Lincoln project should not be 
built because it will supply only 
1 /6 of t percent of the total pow-
er in the area. Once again Mrs. 
Heckler has been corrected time 
and again on this important point 
but she apparently insists on con-
tinuing to distort the facts. She 
io certainly right if Dickey-Lincoln 
will only supply t /6th of one per-
cent of the total power used in the 
area, but the objective studies all 
indicate that the project will de-
liver 6 percent which is an ade-
quate supply. This is a small error 
of 1200 percent, and, of course, to-
tally distorts the value of this pow-
er project. 
I could go on like this all night, 
but I have some respect for your 
patience. Let Mrs. Heckler and 
Miss Greene check these figures 
against the record before they 
again attempt to charge me with 
making "vague and unfounded 
charges." If they do not have the 
time I will make available to the 
Congresswoman and Miss Greene 
citations from committee reports 
and the Congressional Record to 
back up my arguments. I hope 
they will do the same before again 
charging me with inaccuracies. As 
a further note, canvassing for Bert 
Yaffe continues. If interested, 
please contact Sue Pryor in Pom-
eroy Hall at 235-9673 or 235-6690. 
Sue Pryor '73 
'Hot Seats ' . . . 
(Continued from page 1) 
venience." 
Johnson - Rock Proposal Discussion 
Next Monday at 7 p.m. in the 
MIT Lounge in Schneider Center, 
Senate will sponsor an open meet-
ing for student discussion of the 
Johnson-Rock educational propos-
als (see News, Oct. 15). Copies of 
the proposal are available in the 
Commission on the Future of Wei-
Junior Show ... 
(Continued from page 3) 
The Show's Cape Committee and 
its director, Mary Guaraldi, are to 
be congratulated for the elimina-
tion of certain Junior Show ele-
ments. For one, girls did not have 
to enact the traditional love in-
terest. In fact, an exchange stu-
dent, Dave Webster, Williams '72, 
managed to sneak into the all-girl 
cast as a policeman. There were 
no endless runs of puns on Welles-
ley and Harvard buildings. Off-
color jokes and implications were 
used only once when appropriate, 
not to maintain audience interest; 
chec.secake parts were cut out al-
together. The set (playground 
equipment against a black back-
drop) and the costuming (primarily 
jeans and tie-dye t-shirts) both em-
phasized that the atmosphere and 
the message were what should be 
noticed. Even the traditional word-
play on class colors (while pres-
ent) was dismissed by a "now that 
MID-EAST DEBATE 
"How Can lsrat"lls and Palestin-
ians Uve Togethl'r Peacefully." 
Speakers: Ml<'hael Walzer, Har-
vard professor of Government and 
recent visitor •to the Mid· East, and 
.Jon RothschUd, popular speaker ln 
defense of the Palestinian Revolu• 
tlon. Fri., Oct. 23, 8:00 p.m. Bos· 
t011 University School of Public 
Comm1D1lcatlons Aucfttorium, &IO 
Commonwealth Ave. Co-eponsored 
by B.U. Y.S.A. and the Militant 
Labor Forum. 
For mo"' Information contact: 
.Judy Klelnberg, 536-e981. or '731· 
S8l5. 
RECRUIT FOR WELLESLEY 
Nq stadent Interested In re-
cndUns far Wellesley In her home 
area clllrt.s 'lbanbgivlng Vacation 
....W pi'* ap a form from the 
lafo bareaa any time from Wed., 
Oct. ti. tllroogh N~. 1, and r&-
hnt H to the Admlulorul Offtce 
by Nev. 1. H there are any ques-
tions plea., contact Julie Dobbs In 
Bates at %35-3.'IG. 
ATl'ENTION 
Ordel'!I for the 19'11 Legenda will 
be taken ln the donns on Oct. 26-
30. The fee 'for the yearbook will 
be $5. ora.-n must be submitted 
at this 'time, but payment may be 
made later. Legenda wW order 
OD)y the number of boob sub-
scribed for nnt week. 
lesley's office in Pendleton 5 West. 
Those students interested in run-
ning for the Senate position of 
Second Vice-President for OfI-
Campus Affairs, which was va-
cated by resignation, should con-
tact Ann O'Regan '71 in McAfee 
as soon as possible. 
The first Senate meeting with 
dorm reps will take place on 
Nov. 9. 
you've got that out of your sys-
tem." 
While many traditional elements 
of a good Show were rendered 
unimportant by this Show's mes· 
sage, if some of these elements 
had been stronger, the point might 
have been made more clearly. 
Character development, in most 
cases, and the plot were both mini-
mal. Some of the music seemed 
neither to further the meaning of 
a scene or to offer entertaining 
diversion, a criticism particularly 
true of some of the slower, 
"straighter" songs. While the 
Show's atmosphere was unifying, 
some specific occurences were so 
ambiguous and unexplained that 
they detracted from the overall 
theme and thwarted a coherent 
development of dissension. It 
should also be noted that most of 
the individual singing voices were 
weak; perhaps microphone troub-
le was the cause of this problem. 
But these weaknesses are small 
ones and they could possibly be 
dismissed by the argument, "But 
that was the point!" The Show 
manages to create what I would 
like to call "artful chaos." It poses 
a dilemma instead of offering a 
guickly forgettable laugh-a-minute. 
The Show's creators brought this 
dilemma home to its audience dur-
ing intermission. Members of the 
audience were asked to forget 
their role as viewers and invited 
to come play on stage with the 
cast. Some did. One can only won-
der if those who didn't were off 
in their own playground. 
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'Baby Maker' Finds Sensitive 
Situation in Strange Affair 
By Kim Noland '72 
The advertisements in the local 
newspapers suggest that The Baby 
Maker is a rather sensational com-
edy about the free-love generation. 
Unfortunately, the first scenes of 
the movie reinforce the suggestion. 
Tish (Barbara Hershey) and Tad 
(Scott Glenn) have been grooving 
together in a dirty L.A. beach 
house for the past six months. 
There are good times and plenty 
of tripping in and out with as-
sorted freaks. 
Even in the beginning scraggly-
haired Tad seems more into this 
scene than does wholesome, all-
American looking Tish. But she 
soon takes off to play Earthmoth-
er to a middle class couple from 
the suburbs. Suzanne Wilcox 
(Collin Wilcox-Horne) has had a 
hysterectomy, but is hoping her 
husband Jay (Sam Groom) and 
Tish can produce a little Jay for 
her. 
'In The Swim' 
The obvious streotypes of the 
mini-skirted, free-loving Tish. the 
long-haired, cycle-riding tad, and 
the straight, good-looking couple 
from the suburbs could have 
ruined the movie. Its strength is 
neither in comic nor dramatic 
commentary on middle class ver-
sus young and hip values. All that 
can be said of the scenes - obvi-
ous examples of the cultural id-
ioms of the two ways of life - is 
that they are generally unimport-
ant, if not irrelevant. During a 
cozy evening at the Wilcox home, 
Tish asks Jay if she can smoke 
grass instead when he offers her 
a drink and then unabashedly 
strips for a nude swim in their 
pool. Later, a get-together with 
one of Tish's old friends pits her 
radical view of today's world with 
Jay's less emotional and more ra-
tionally intelligent one. The se-
quel to this somewhat irrelevant 
scene is an even more irrelevant 
protest march in front of the local 
store that sells toy guns and other 
"war toys." ' 
The strength of this movie lies 
in the relationship among Tish, 
fay, and Suzanne. Instead of 
cheap sensationalism one finds a 
deep sensitivity that begins in Jay 
and Tish's initial love scene and 
continues until the two say good-
bye. It is apparent that Jay and 
Suzanne love each other and that 
their marriage is a stable one. But 
as Suzanne's concern becomes 
more and more for the baby, Jay 
and Tish develop a tenderness for 
each other that is both touching 
and human. 
A Trio With Angles 
Suzanne's dignified and mostly 
unjealous acceptance of her posi-
tion and Jay's understanding of 
both Tish and Suzanne carry the 
trio through a difficult nine 
months. Their sensitive and real-
istic performances elevate what 
could have been an absurd situa-
tion full of cheap laughs to a very 
human and life-like portrayal. 
The film also resists the obvious 
ploy of having Tish run off with 
Jay or having her demand to keep 
the baby. The Baby Maker is not 
meant to be moralistic for the situ-
ation is pretty unreal, but one 
can't help noticing Tish at the end 
- alone, without Tad, Jay or the 
baby. Perhaps there is something 
to this idea of middle class moral-
ity after all. 
photo by Julius •nd Lili H•hn 
Orf. Raymond StitH, auistant to the directof' of educational servic:H at *'• National Gallery of Art in Washington, 
D.C., will speak +.er• TuH., Oct. 27 at 8 p.m. in 112 Pendleton. His topic will be "Leonardo Da Vinci's Creativi-
ty in Science and Art," 
Dr. Stites to Discuss Leonardo 
Dr. Raymond S. Stites, assistant 
to the director of educational serv-
ives at the National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D. C., and a 1970-71 
National Lecturer for the National 
Society of the Sigma Xi, will give 
an illustrated entitled "Leonardo's 
Creativity in Science and Art" on 
Tues., Oct. 27 at 8: 00 p.m. in 
Room 112, Pendleton. Dr. Stites' 
lecture is open to the college com-
munity and the public free of 
charge. 
Throughout his creative life of 
approximately 53 years, Leonardo 
da Vinci examined the resources 
and limits of his mind, acquiring 
a logical and precise method of 
reasoning which he applied in de-
fining his investigations. Dr. Stites 
will discuss the development of 
da Vinci's mental powers and in-
ventive activities as they are re-
corded in the many manuscripts 
and drawings of the 15th century 
artist-scientist. Specific examples of 
this development, ffve of art and 
fifteen of scientific import, will be 
demonstrated by slides and manu-
script pages and sketch collections. 
Dr. Stites, a 1916 graduate of 
Pennington Seminary. holds the 
A. M. degree in art history and 
philosophy, and the Ph.D degree 
in biology and anthropology from 
Brown University, as well as the 
Ph.D degree from the University 
of Vienna. He has travelled exten-
sively in Europe and the United 
States, served as professor of art 
and aesthetics and chairman of the 
department of Antioch College. He 
has held visiting professorships at 
the University of Chicago, Cornell, 
University of Redlands and the 
University of New Mexico. 
The author of Arts and Man 
(McGraw Hill Book Co., 1940) 
and many articles, Dr. Stites has 
been with the National Gallery of 
Art since 1948. He is a member 
of the College Art Association and 
the American Archaeological In-
stitute. 
The Wellesley College Chapter 
of Sigma Xi, the national scientific 
honorary society for the encour-
agement of scientific research, and 
the U. S. Army Natick Labora-
tories Scientific Research Society 
of America are joint sponsors of 
the address. 
Dartmouth Committee • • • 
(Continued from page 1) 
affected by the fact that the ex-
change would probably require a 
full year commitment. The Dart-
mouth term system is based on 
financial necessity and the institu-
tion is extremely reluctant to 
change this system. Taking a sin-
gle semester of term at the op-
posite institution would mean los-
ing credits, Lisa pointed out. Be-
cause of housing arrangements, the 
numbers involved may also have to 
be equally divided. 
The faculty committee members, 
who are dealing wth a smaller 
body, plan to send out letters to 
all faculty explaining the exchange 
and asking for specific feedback. 
The proposed number of faculty 
who would exchange schools is 
significantly smaller than the pro-
posed number of students. 
Lisa emphasized that all the stu-
dent members of the committee 
seek both oral and written com-
munications from students on the 
entire proposal. 
Thursday, Oct.obe.r 22, 1970 ~LEY NEWS 
Kennedy Aides Knock Agnew, Apathetic Students 
By Bailey Van Hook '74 about the war and poverty over as the first prerequisite. Money phone ?anks and d~r to door more for _polarization" than any· 
Apathy and non-involvement in the summer, Mr. Laughlin express- must be cut fron:i the de~ense bud- canvassing to accomplish a thor· one else 1.n the country, they re-
political activities were scorned ed fear that this would be called get, not from aid to higher edu- ough approach. peated their request for workers to 
last week by representatives of the "Conservative Era ." Working cation and minorities .. N\~on's c~t .. Patching the System .. ~elp patch up the system. Voters 
Senator Edward M. Kennedy's po- for Kennedy is presented as a way of money for free milk m pubhc Issues that are hitting the mid· m all parts of the stat~ must be 
Jitical headquarters. James Green to change the system and bring sc~ool_s was s~en. ~s an ex~mple of die class, such as unemployment reached bef~re. the elect~on. Sena-
and Peter Laughlin, at the Young about social awareness. Volun- m1sgu1ded pnont1es. Notmg that and crime in the streets and not tor K~~nedy s mfluen~ ts deemed 
Democrat's meeting, felt that stu· teers are needed in. a.II areas of "i! we pull it off, Richard Ni~on just the lower class, were' traced to a positive factor by hrs supporters. 
dens are unwilling to go to work campaign work, especially to get will not be able to do anything the basic cause, the Vietnam war. 1.r he ~an c~me. through th_e ele~­
for candidates after the strike last the voters to go to the polls~ a p~r- about it," Mr. Gre~n repeated h_is Senator Kennedy is given as an ~ton with a stgmficant margm: this 
last year because of a disillusion- ticular problem of off-pres1dent1al pie~. for ~tudent involvement m example of one who "can do more is seen by them t? be a d1ct:it~ 
ment about politicians' ability to election years. pohttcs thts fall. for causes because of his position" from. the voters a_gamst the a~mtm· 
change the system. Speaking in To change this country's policy, Senator Kennedy's opponent, Si in the Senate. They expressed the st~att?~ and its war-oriented 
Schneider Center last Thurs., Oct. a change in priorities was noted Spaulding, supports Nixon's war view that legislators are needed pnonties. 
15, to almost sixty students, they STUDENTS' AID policy with "intellectual reserve," who will continue to fight for a ---------
pleaded for volunteers for the pol· Last Friday everyone received a as quoted by the Kennedy dele- shift in priorities and effect a 
itical candidates in this election ramphlet from tho Students' Aid gates. Noting that Spaulding's cam· change in the system that will bene-
year, not only for their candidates, Society In which wu mentioned paign budget is 1.7 million dollars fit all, with special emphasis on SUNDAY CHAPEL SERVICE The Bev. H. Paul Santmlre, Col· 
lege Chaplain and lecturer in re-
ligion and biblical studies, win • 
liver the sermon on Reformation 
Sunday, Oct. 25, In Houghton Me· 
morial ChapC'I at 11 a.m. The ser-
mon topic Is "Where Does God FU 
In?" 
year, not only for their candidate, an Acqualnta()('t-Shlp Week, and as opposed to Kennedy's 1.5 mil· the minority groups. 
Senator Kennedy, but for all those the fact that ,tudent representa· lion. they explained the need for Claiming that "Agnew has done 
intending to work for a change in tlvf'S would be railing on you. 
priorities in the government. Since the printer's deadline for the 
The outcome of the Kennedy pamphlet, it hn!ll been dt>elded that, 
campaign is presented as a man· in view of the <'hanging goals and 
date from Massachusetts voters on prlortttes of Welksley students, the 
their feelings toward the situation best method for acquainting peo-
in the country. Volunteers and pie with Students• Aid would not 
funds are needed if Senator Ken· be through the tradlttonal strno-
nedy is to win the election by a lure of clas11 and dorm reps, but 
significant margin. His effective- through the dissemination of In· 
formation by th~ students who 
ness as Assistant Majority Leader have had contaC'ts with the So-
would be diminished if he did not clety. Joan Anc){'rson "72 (237·9685), 
win by a margin that denoted an Christine Pierpont "7S (235-5318), 
agreement with his policies by his and Bonnie Bang '71 (231-9685) 
constituents. "Everything Agnew can answer anJ questions con-
has said and Nixon has done is cenrlng the Society and Its ser· 
bearing fruit in Massachusetts," vkes. Mrs. Pickett and Mrs. De-
Mr. Green explains. "We are run· Witt are In the Society office, 348 
ning into a situation where stu· Green, from 9-4 Monday through 
dents feel they cannot change the Friday (e,"rt. 265) and will be glad 
system." to be of help. · 
Claiming that people forgot Tell a friend about Students• Aid. 
Strike • • • 
(Continued from page 4) 
Union and they said . .. okay, the 
Student Union belongs to the stu· 
dents anyway; you take care of it 
for us for awhile . . . But five 
years ago they said no . . . when 
we wanted it for anti-war activi· 
ties." The strikers took control of 
the ROTC building. Feinhersh 
commented that " . . . the ROTC 
cadets were also a part of the 
strike, but that's just a sideview." 
'Something Historic' 
"It was not a violent strike," the 
strike leader added; " . .. we 
weren't closing down the univer-
sity and preventing sons and 
daughters of working class people 
from getting an education. We 
were opening it up ... There were 
53 strike workshops going on in 
one day that were better attended 
than classes ever were." 
Describing the possibilities 
strike reaction presents, he stated: 
"Unknown Sid Feinhersh calls a 
workshop . . . and seventy-five 
people show up, that's just an ex-
ample of the potential we have in 
pulliJtg the working class people 
of this country together." Earlier 
he stated: "We have to use the 
student strike as a detonator to 
bring in the other groups we want 
Before the foru mbegan, News 
spoke with SWP gubernatorial 
candidate Mike Kelly, a leader in 
last spring's New England strike 
activities. He noted the current 
deactivist mood among students 
and attributed it to a " ... props· 
ganda offense by themedia; . . . 
bombings have been played up as 
. . . part of the movement . . . 
Students have pulled back; . . . 
they're a little confused." 
Kelly remarked that anti-war 
demonstrations, the means that he 
believes to be the most effective in 
the effort to end U.S. involvement 
in Vietnam, are "down" now, but, 
he continued. "We just hope to 
keep the movement alive through 
this period ... Activity on camp-
uses will probably begin again in 
the spring ... after elections . .. 
You can't change the mass mood 
... You can't create the perfect 
leaflet . . . that used to be SDS's 
theory." 
SWP is working for an immedi-
ate withdrawal from Vietnam and 
supports such movements as black 
control in the black community. 
women's liberation, Third World. 
and the Massachusetts Organiza-
tion to Repeal Abortion Legisla-
tion (MORAL). 
to work for." He concluded his-------------. 
talk saying, "I think the strike will 
happen again . . . the conscious-
ness will not be forgotten . . . I 
look forward to the detonator 
which will bring an end to the 
war." 
Speaking of his involvement in 
the strike in retrospect, Feinhersh 
declared: " ... the first thing that 
hit me was that I was important 
. . . that I was doing something 
historic." 
Kelly Analyzes U.S. Mood 
IMAGINE! 
$25·35 per llo11r 
IMAGE ... COIM to lolto• -
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for MtloHI ad loco! odvertfshtt, 
t .y., -4 ..._. mecflo. Coll for op· 
poi..-.t - 262-7562 
559 loybtH ~ .. llostott 
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Slater . .. 
(Continued from page 4) 
jor. 
She is impressed with the idea 
of a campus college, which does 
not exist in Italy. Students there 
commute to classes from home or 
boarding houses. 
Elisabetta finds that students in 
the United States "have more time 
to learn more." She feels that 
while in Italy one learns more ma· 
terial, "here one has more time 
to assimilate material." She attri-
butes this depth to the fact that 
students here participate in the 
class. "Jn Italy there arc lectures. 
You are not supposed to talk. You 
are just suppo~ed to ti.kc notes." 
Elisabetta became involved in 
the Slater Program after having 
applied in Genova for a stipend to 
study in the United States. Wel-
lesley received her application and 
in turn accepted her 
Agnes Thomas is majoring in 
American Literature with an em-
phasis on theater, possibly black 
drama. She learned of the Slater 
Program from one of her profes-
sors at the University of Nantes. 
She feels that "students here 
probably learn less than the stu-
dents in France, where classes are 
all lectures, but college life is 
friendlier here. There is more 
communication between students." 
Fellowship Applications 
Applicants for fellowships ap-
ply either directly to Wellesley or 
to the Institute of International 
Education in New York. which 
serves as a forwarding agent of 
student forms and dossiers, accord-
ing to Miss Elizabeth Blake, For-
eign Student Adviser. Miss Blake 
says that while brochures announc-
ing the Slater Program arc sent to 
CRUTSf 'ROUND 
GREf Cf 
Malle a ship your hottl for a 
five week crul• around Greece 
ad her Islands this summer. So-
Horvord Seniors hope to make this 
possible by chartering o small 
..... 1 or 10·20 people. Cost, Incl. 
rond trip olr fare approx. $1 500. 
Coll eves. 
G90rp or Dom 491-2006 
FLY 
American libraries and embassies 
abroad, the best results come 
through professors who have spent 
some time in Wellesley and who 
recommend the program to their 
students. 
Slater Fellows, as well as all 
foreign students, are chosen by the 
Board of Foreign Students' Admis-
sion. The Board is comprised of 
three faculty members, all of 
whom have had experience over-
seas, three students (this year with · 
voting powers) and four members 
of the administration. 
The Board awards fellowships 
after considering the candidate's 
scholastic record, fluency in Eng-
lish and purpose for studying at 
Wellesley. A fellowship includes 
all tuition and room and board 
fees, without regard to the stu· 
dent's ability to pay. 
The Slater Program also makes 
it possible for a limited number of 
Wellesley students on scholarship 
to participate in a Junior Year 
Abroad Program. A third branch 
of the program provides funds for 
a student to pursue a research proj-
ect abroad in the summer preced· 
ing her senior year. 
Child c'.'re services are avallablt> 
during tht- momlng service. Mem· 
oors of the community are cordial· 
ly invited to attend and to remain 






ENDS THURS. OCT. 22 
"AIRPORT" 
Shown Nig'ht 6:45 & 9:05 
5 DAYS ONLY GP 
Starts Oct. 2 3 
Shown Nightly 7 & 9 
"House of Darti: Shcacfows" 
NEXT ATTRACTION 
D. H. Lawrence's R 
''Tiie Yi"JI• & the Gypsy" 
Od. 28 5'iown 7 & 9 
Why Are Prophets Needed Today? 
A prophet ls somebody who ls close t.o God, who seeks 
spiritual solutions t.o world problems, who leads the , 
people t.o them. 
Joseph G. Beard of The Christian Science Board of 
Lectureship thinks we need some prophefB today. 
Bear him tell what it takes to become one in a talk 
entitled 
"TODAY'S PROPHET" 
Monday OctQber 26, 4:15 Ml'l' Lounge 





Christmas Group Rates 




CAMBRIDGE - According to Dr. Armand M. Nicholl, a psychiatrist 
at Harvard Medical School, motorcyclists suffer from a motorcycle syn· 
drome. 'This year it is estimated that 5 million motorcycles will be in 
use, 5,000 people will be killed, and 1,000,000 people injured in motorcycle 
accidents. If someone you know displays these sYffiptoms, he may very 
tikely have the motorcycle syndrome. The signs to watch for are: pre-
occupation with the motorcycle, including daydreams, and fantasies; a 
tendency to be accident-prone; fear of mutilation, castration, and death; 
identification with his mother and conflict with his father; insomnia; and 
dependence on, and fear of, strong women. 
CAMBRIDGE - 'Dwo members of a Cambridge commune, the Lewd 
Cominune, have been convicted for being just that-lewd. Dr. E ., a psychia· 
trist and Wharnmo, a member of the New York State Bar, have been 
convicted of sunbathing nude on the sunporch of their Cambridge home. 
The conviction, a felony, carried with it a 30 day jail sentence. They are 
appealing. 
PROVIDENCE - All Pembroke women now enjoy 24 hour parietals. 
Male visitors must be escorted by a girl except in the coed dorm. Ac· 
cording to Anne Dewart, Dean of Students, "It's impossi:ble to enforce 
escorting in a coed dorm where boys are coming to visit other boys.' " 
CONSERVATION NEWS - A soap that manufacturers claim is ab-
solutely phosphate-free was available as of the first of October. Developed 
by DeSoto, Inc, of Des Plaines, Illinois, the soap will be marketed primarily 
through Sears, Roebuck and Co. Sears says the new product will replace 
its Sears Heavy Duty Laundry Detergent and will probably be called Sears 
Non•Polluting Heavy Duty Laundry Detergent. DeSoto claims that its phos· 
phate-free detergent has met rigorous test standards and is guaranteed 
not to pollute the enVironment. Surlecants in the new soap are totally bio-
degradable, according to De&>to, and it comes in granular form which 
research indicates is preferred. 
WASHINGTON (CPS) - Federal financial aid to 440 students has been 
cut off because of their involvement in campus disorders according to 
an official in the Student Financial Aid Division of the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. Forty students lost their funds as a direct 
result of federal provisions, and the remaining 400 through the administra· 
tions af their individual schools. Federal law requires universities to submit 
an annual report of the number of students removed from their financial 
aid lists. Reports from all but 100 of 2,390 colleges and universities show 
that 86 institutions cut off fU11'dS to students since June of last year. The 
largest cuts came in small colleges rather than the larger, more politically 
active camimses like O:>lumbia, San Francisco State, Berkeley, Michigan 
State, Wisconsin none of which reported any students losing aid. Olanoes 
are that these schools did not turn their students in, since there were 
major disruptions and actions at those schools in the last year that more 
than likely involved students on federal aid. The information is part of a 
report on campus violence from an investgation conducted by Rep. Edith 
Green (D.-Ore.). The report will not be released because, she said, it 
would embarrass the President. 
OOSMETICt 
If you are lnter-ested In work· 
Ing with make-up for College thea-
tre prodoctions please attend a 
training session In the Jewett Re-
hearsal Room at 1 p.m. on Mon., 
Oct. ZS. 
.......... U11 1, .... 
...... rt ................ .., 







TRY-OUT READING FOR I 
"MAN A..lliD THE MASSES" 
Ernst Toilers MAN AND THE 
MASSES will be prorlueed by the 
Wellesley College Theatre on 
Decembe- 11·12-U! Try-Out Read· 
lngs for the production will be 
held in Alumi:ia.o Hall on Monday, 
October 26th, from 2:00 tc. 6:00 
and from 7: 30 to 10: 00, and on 
Tuesday, 0<'tober 27th, from 7:SO 
to 10:00. Call-badcs will be on 
Wedn~da;r, October 28th. at 7:SO, 
it"~ ?. first. l'f'adlnc by the tenta-
tive cast will be held on Thursday, 
October 29, Bild rehearsals will 
bee;b• thA f<>llowtug week. If none 
of tt-e<;e times !~ convemtent o• 
possible. ~ readlr~ ftl)"'Olntmen• 
can be m~de bv callln'? Mr. Bar-
l"tow (23.5·58%). f"..on'e-- <>f the t>lav 
are avatlable !n the Director's Of. 
flee . Alum .. ao Hl\D. 
MAN AND THE MASSES liar. 
wha• FE-ems astonlshln~ lmmedi· 
acy todav. concerned as It ts 
w•th women's llberatlou. peace 
strikes, .tadtcal politics. and con-
flicts wtthl" a n>presstve society. 
"When ethlc!ll man becomes poli-
tical, what a tl'B.<Pfc road he wtU 
have to travel!" D°l'e" m Fequet\Ce'! 
altemate with l'C'illstlc scenes In 
the Ext>resslonlst style. 1be play 
was first produced a• the Volks· 
bulme, Berlin, In 19%1.. 'lbe Wei· 
lesley College TIH'atre production 
will be dil"OOtoo by Panl R. Bar· 











by old masters, 
new masters and 
masters-to-be •.• 
from the 15th through 







and 995 othen. 
PORTRAIT 
by Henri Matisse 
10 am. t.o 5 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
October 23 & 24 
HATHAWAY HOUSE 
A Cooperative Bookshop 
103 Central Street 235-2830 Wellesley 
Thursday, October 22, 1910 
Center . .. 
(Continued from page 5) 
and at 8 p.m. Fridays and at other 
times in room 200 of old Billings. 
Detailing further plans for 
Schneider, Page notes the opening 
of a store within a couple of weeks 
in the link between the two parts 
of the building. In addition, the 
projected enlargement of the bus 
office in Billings will presumably 
allow students to buy tickets for 
events in Boston there. 
Communication Center 
The establishment of a communi· 
cations center for on-campus events 
stands as perhaps the most inno-
vative idea of the board of gov-
ernors. Page envisions a "central 
place for the dispersing of informa· 
tion" to combat "the rumors and 
false information ... rampant on this 
campus." 
Specific recommendations sug-
gest a center manned by girls in· 
terested in compiling committee 
reports and other communications 
which seldom reach the college 
community as a whole. Page indi-
cates that such a center will prob-
ably involve paid positions for stu-
dents under the auspices of the 
MIXER 
Harvard Grad. Student 
Assoc. Fri. Oct. 23, 8-12pm. 
Harknes.§ Commons 
ID's - women 18. men 21 
Bock in the early 1900's the Arrow 
Collar Mon was the wildest man about 
town ... the girls swooned over his 
great looks and his suaveness. He hod 
more momoge proposals than any 
matinee movie idol ... and often wen~ 
booting wilh his favorite "heartthrob" 
Mabel Normand. The o rlisl, J. C. 
Leyendecker. created this fictional hero 
and his admired features. 
What ore the bright, woy-oul, up· 
light words they're using2 
Just send us your deathless [deadly!) 
prose - and we'll send you lhis 
22" x 28", full-color poster of the 
Arrow Collar Mon. Simply wrile o 
caption, fill in your name ond address, 
post ot [that's Arrow' s way of saying 
moil ol in) and the full size posler woll 
be sent lo you by return mool 
They moght hove so id, '·Are you sure 
lhis os the way to Woodstock2!1' ' . .• 
or, "I lhought lhe T1ton1c was unsonk· 
oble!!I • What do you think! 
If you hove a real mercenary streak, 
send on several entries - the odds ore 
better to win o two·bedroom ski chalet 
or beach house. 
A panel of judges (hired ot great cost 
in Washington) will select the besl 
entry ... ond if you win, you'll feel 
like leaping to ll buildings in o single 
bound . If you're the BIG winner. you'll 
be notified by moil. No experience 
necessary! Everyone winsl Apply nowl 
Career Services Office. 
In the artistic vein, Page fore-
sees a display of student talent in 
silk-screening and other media in 
the basement of Schneider so that 
the artistically inclined can use the 
facilities provided by Schneider and 
then do posters for other groups 
in tum. Schneider Center also 
hopes to sponsor an arts festival 
in the spring in cooperation with 
the art department. 
Tiz Good will program this 
festival and other art exhibits com· 
ing to Schneider this year. With 
the aid of Paul R. Barstow, in-
structor in theatre studies and di· 
rector of the Wellesley College 
Theatre, she intends to bring thea· 
tre groups here as well. 
OOMllUNTJ'Y 
PIAYBOUSB 
•••• 0 ' ... 11'""41 
NOW! Encls TuMdey, Oct. 27 




Fti-Set, 6:30 & 9; Sun, 5:45 & 8 
Other Evenin9s et 8:00 
N'EXT! Begim WEO~ Oc;to'ber 28 
'"Tiie YlrcJI• Ir Tiie Gypsy" I R I 
OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES 
1. On on official entry blank, (or 
paper) write your name and address 
and fill on o caption. 
2. Moil your compleled entry to " The 
Mon," P.O. Box 1, Blair, Nebraska 
68008. 
3. Enlries must be poslmorked by mid· 
night November 30, 1970 ond received 
by December 10, 1970. 
4. Besl c"ption wins o two·bedroom 
ski chalet or beach house which will be 
selected by The Arrow Com pony, ond 
will be erected at o site within conl1· 
nentol United States chosen by llie 
winner. The Arrow Company wi1 pro· 
vide up to $5,000 lo pay sole and 
onstollotion costs. 
5. Entries will be judged by the D. L. 
Blair Corporolion, on indepcndenl 
judging orgonizohon on the bom of 
(al humor [b) orog1nolity (c) interest. 
6. Conies! open only to college slu· 
denls. Decision of the 1udges is final. 
Duplicate prizes will be awarded on 
the event of o tie. No substitutions for 
ony prize offer. Contest is subject to 
oll Federal, State and local reg· 
ulotions. Winner will be no1if1ed by 
moil. BE SURE TO PRINT YOUR NAME 
AND ADDRESS CLEARLY AS EVERY 
ENTRY RECEIVES A COLLAR MAN 
POSTER. Send entries to: 
-----------------------------! THE MAN - P.O. Box 1, Blair, Nebraska 68008 I Nam I 
I Addres ·I 
I c· I 1ty tote ip___ I ,_____________________________ J 
